
WORMS ARMAGEDDON    - THE NEXT GENERATION

ECTS 99 Sept 5: Leading entertainment software publisher, Hasbro Interactive is proud to 

announce the launch of Worms Armageddon by Team17 Software, ultimate installment of 

worms for PlayStation    with a host of new weapons, features and options and expanded 

single/multiplayer and training modes.        Worms Armageddon, the sequel to the original 

Worms offers fans and new players alike fresh new technology with a massive gameplay 

improvement, improved graphics an tons of new weapons and play features.

Worms Armageddon is a simple, easy to understand game that offers hours of humorous fun 

either in a single player mode or multi-player mode set against a 2D environment. 

Key Features of Worms Armageddon include:

 New Weapons – over 55 different weapons and tools to use including Indian nuclear test, 

long bow, chemical bomb, earthquake, freeze, suicide bomb, French sheep strike and the 

aqua sheep.

 10 New utility crates: super speed up, Invisibility, Double damage, Laser sight, Landing 

zone, Crate shower & more (12 in total).

 1-16 Players (Recommended 4 People with 4 worms each)

 New training mode & single player missions - 1 Player missions accessed after success 

through the training mode (43 missions in total).

 Deathmatch Game – fight against the computer opponent at an ever increasing difficulty 

level 

 New single player modes - New 43 stage mission game and single player death-match 

modes

 5 new training modes including, sheep racing (2mins to collect as many as you can), 

crazy crates (maneuver the rope to collect the crates), euthanasia (get the old lady), turkey

shoot & target practice.

 60 Custom landscapes, custom soundbanks & comedy sound banks. 



 New multi-player features, Handicapping (add or deduct energy for a team), Allied teams 

(team up with others to target another player), Donor cards (the chance to pass on your 

goodies), Worm disease & home runs.

 8 New FMV Comedy Intro Cut scenes.

Worms Armageddon - the beginning of the end as we know it!

Technical Specifications:    Sony Playstation, Dual shock & Analogue Support, Memory cards

Team17 Software Limited. are a high calibre entertainment software development company 
based in West Yorkshire, England. Team17 have a nine-year pedigree and specialize in 
quality original titles using proprietary technology across all major hardware 
For additional information, visit Team17 Software’s web site at: www.team17.com.

Worms since the launch of the original game in 1995, the Worms brand has wriggled its’ way
into over three million households worldwide.        
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